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Introduction: 
This document introduces an inexpensive laser cutting service for making instrument front panels. 

Laser cutting is a good way to manufacture small batches (less than one hundred pieces) of instrument 

panels. One can easily make modifications and easily get the final results within days even when the 

service provider is half a country away. There is no need to talk with a mechanist thus reduces costs of 

design. There will not be any significant man power involved in manufacturing, just machines cutting 

with lasers, thus the cost is relatively low. Average mechanist charge is around $100 per hour for 

comparison. The service provider in the document is ponoko.com that provides online ordering and 

shipping service. There are other providers and the reader is encouraged to explore them. 



What can you cut with laser? 
You can cut all sorts of materials with laser but the service provider will only have a selection of 

materials unless they are local and accept custom materials. In general, you can cut plastic (acrylic, 

delrin etc.), metal (aluminum, steel), leather, paper, cardboard, fabric, wood planks etc. The following 

link provides a complete list of materials that can be laser cut at ponoko.com: 

http://www.ponoko.com/make-and-sell/materials/ponoko-united-states 

Since laser beams are so thin (often around 0.1mm in diameter), laser cut panels allow square cutouts 

(with rounded corners that look like straight corners) and a lot of difficult-to-cut shapes that would 

require extensive machinist work and care. 

To reduce cost, ponoko.com only provides several predefined size panels within which you can draw 

your parts. These are the sizes: 181mm*181mm, 384mm*384mm, and 790mm*384mm. There are ways 

to put more things inside these panels to maximize usage. If you end up with a corner on a predefined 

panel too small to cut another instrument panel, you can put some office toys or ornaments to fill the 

space. 

What do you need? 
First you need a rough sketch of your front panel. If you want to mount it onto an existing enclosure, 

make sure you start your design with the dimensions of the enclosure from the manufacturer's data 

sheet. This will make sure you have the best accuracy everywhere. The last thing you want is to see a 

nice panel just a tidbit too large. 

Next, make a sketch of the panel on paper and make your changes until you see it as "final". 

Once finalized on paper, you will need to transfer it to a vector drawing program. Ponoko.com accepts 

standard .SVG design files. If you open one of those files, you will see circles, rectangles, lines etc. 

defined in plain text and dimensions given with good precision. It looks like an html source file. Ponoko 

provides their own template to assist you with digitizing your design. These templates are here: 

http://www.ponoko.com/make-and-sell/design-it-yourself 

You could use two popular design programs (Adobe and CorelDraw) or a free program (inkscape). 

Typically it would involve you to create shapes at certain sizes and locations to simply redraw your paper 

design in computer. Once you get used to this, you might not even need paper anymore. There are 

plenty of online tutorials on how to make simple designs. If you are near university campus, you could 

hire students to do this too or maybe even get free help by making it into a design homework if their 

instructors are cooperating. As for myself, I didn't have to spend hours to learn CorelDraw once I know 

where the shapes are and how to read and change their dimensions. 

http://www.ponoko.com/make-and-sell/materials/ponoko-united-states
http://www.ponoko.com/make-and-sell/design-it-yourself


I would also add an intermediate step to transfer the 1:1 printout to a cardboard and cut it with a box 

cutter so I have a prototype to compare dimensions. Sometimes we are too focused on certain designs 

and forget the things need more space to fit together. 

Once you finalize your digital design, you can go ahead and export it into .SVG file. Then upload to 

ponoko.com and select material to cut with. 

Cost: 
The cost of the service at ponoko.com depends on three things: membership (premium at a 

membership cost with discounts vs regular at no membership cost with no discounts), size of raw 

material (larger predefined panels cost less per area than smaller panels), and machine time (the total of 

length of laser paths will dictate this price so maybe you don't want to fill the unused portion of the 

panel with complex designs of a few ornaments). 

Typically if you only cut very few places on a larger panel, your costs are mostly material, which is fair 

enough at ponoko.com. 

Just for reference, I cut the following two designs each on 384mm*384mm panel  as of 4/9/2013 for a 

total of $82.27: 

  
Fig.1 Two laser cut designs each measuring 384mm*384mm. The total cost was $82.27 as of 4/9/2013. 

The left panel is 12 16X2 LCD matrix keypad face plates and the right panel is a few 20X4 and 16X2 
directional and rotary encoder keypads, all for phi-panel serial backpack. 

 

The details are listed below: 

Making $41.00  

Materials $29.50  

http://www.inmojo.com/store/liudr-arduino-and-physics-gadgets/


Shipping $11.77  

Sales tax $0.00  

Quantity 1 

Total $82.27  

 

What more can you do? 
You can also engrave texts or pictures with laser. I have not yet done it myself. This could be a neat thing 

to do to indicate the function of each button and knob but a labeler would probably be more economic. 

If you have a complex panel with lots of texts and graphs, you can have the panel laser cut on clear 

acrylic and print out the texts and graphs on paper to glue to the back side of the laser cut panel. 

You could also design a lot of 3-D shapes with laser cut pieces that just work like a jigsaw puzzle. You can 

make boxes for instance. What I have found out is: don't glue these acrylic pieces with crazy glue. The 

glued pieces don’t cure well and outgas some white powder that will totally ruin the looks of the pieces. 


